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mucous membrane,
which is soon
afterwards copiously evacuated.
With
PATHOLOGY AND MODE (}F COM- respect to certain rare cases of cholera.
without purging, Dr. Watson has reMUNICA.TION OF CHOLERA.
ma.rked in his Lectures, that when the
By JOHN SNow, M.D.
bodies of such patients have been
opened, the charaeteristie
fluid WIl8
Rea.colls for c07l1iderillg ckoler« a loc.z found in the bowels. Another reason
affection of the nlimentaru canal-« for looking on cholera as a local dis,
ease is, that the affection of the stomacb.
proofs of its commrUlicalJilitg-dijfiand bowels is sufficient to explain all
'cuitie» in the wa.1J of the ordillary
The evacuadoctrine of cOlltagion. Cholera poison the general symptoms,
is contained in tILe eoacuations, and tions, in the cases I have witnessed,
communicates tile diseas« by being have always appeared sufficient to acnoal/owed : illustrations uf this in count for the collapse, when the suddenness of the attack is considered,
tire houses of ",e working classes-s-in.
and the circumstance that absorption
mining districts.
Cholera communicatedh.ll dri"killg water: cases illus- is probably suspended. The thickened
state of the blood arising from the loss
"'ating this, Difference of elevatian
ill
LQndo1& injlllellt:es cl,olera oilly of fluid accounts for the symptoms of
thl'ONY/' tke (lrillkillg-tJ)ater.
Com- asphyxia, by the obstruction it must
muuicatio« of cholera through the occasion in the pulmonary circulation.
Too reeent analyses. of thc blood
water it Y01·k, E.K:eter, Hull.
cholera patients, by Dr. Garrod, afford
the strongest confirmation of this view;
WRITERS
on cholera, however much
for he found it tocontain a much greater
they may have differed in their views
amount of solid materials in proportion
concerning the nature of the disease,
have generally considered it to be nn to the water, than in health or other
affection of the whole body, and con- diseases. If there has been more purgsequently due to some cause which acts
ing in Rome of the less severe cases
either on the hlood or the nervous sys- than in the rapidly fatal ones, it only
tem.. The following are the reasons
shows that, in the former, absorption.
which have led me to entertain the has been still going on, or else that
opinion that cholera. is, in the first in- some of the fluids which have been.
stance at least, a IOCilI affection of the swallowed have passed through the
mucous membrane of the alimentary
bowels. The drain of fluid into the
-cannl , Ull opinion which I thought
alimentary canal suspends the urinary
either totally or in great
almost peculiar to myself when I was secretion,
first led to adopt it, but which, as I have part, and the kidneys become congested
since been informed, others were be- from the altered state of the blood:
hence any little urine that is secreted
ginning to cntert ••in.
In those diseases in which there is is albuminous;
and if the kidneys do
reason to conclude that 11 morbid poi. not soon recover from the congestion,
son has entered the blood, there are urea nccumulates in the blood in those
symptoms of general illness, ll;c.:llllllyof cases in which the patient survives the
stage of collapse,
Although in a great
a febrile character, before any \ocal
affection manifests itself : but so far as number of cases the symptoms of choI have been able to observe or to learn lera manifest themselves suddenly, and
from carefully recorded cases, it is not are not amenable to any known treatso in cholera.
On the contrary, the ment, yet in other cases the disease
disease begins with the affection -of the commences gradually with diarrhma,
bowels, which often proceeds with 80 and in this stage there is evidence to
show that it can usually be cured by
little feeling' of general illness, that
the ordinary remedies for diarrhcsa,
the patient does not consider himself
in danger, or apply for advice till the Now this circumstance is a strong reamalady is far advanced.
It is true 80n for concluding that the mischief in
cholera is at first confined to the muthat, in a few cases, there are dizziness
and fuintuess before discharges from COliS mcrnbrane ; for it is not easy to
the bowels actually take place, but cunceive that chalk, and opium, and
there can he no doubt that these symp- catechu, could neutralize or suspend
toms depend on the exudation from the the action of a poison in the blood.
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Indeed, diseases caused by a morbid
poison in the blood, such as the cnlptive fevers, cannot be cut short, either
by local or general means, but run a
.efinite course.
An important part of the pathology
ef everv disease is the knowledge of its
cause •• To ascertain the cause of cholera, we must consider it not only in
individUlll eaaes, but also in its more
general character es an epidemic.
On
examining the history of cholera, one
feature immediately strikes the inquirer
-viz. the evidence of its communication by human intercourse,
In its
progress from place to place it has
nearly always followed the great chanaels of human intercourse.
In spreading along the highways in India, it
eften spared the villages that were
situated at a little distance from the
main road, on either side. When a
body of troops were attacked with it
on their march, it often remained with
them through countries having a very
different climate and physical character
from that in which they contracted the
malady; and they often communicated
it to towns and villages previously free
from it. In extending itself to 1\ fresh
island or continent, the cholera has
always made its appearance first at a
lea-port, and not till ships had arrived
from some infected place.
Crews of
ships approaching n country in which
the disease was prevailing, have never
been attacked
until they have had
communication
with the shore.
The
cholera, moreover, in progressing from
one place to another, has never travelled faster than the means of human
transit, and usually milch "lower. Such
are the general considerations
which
show that cholera is communicated by
human intercourse;
and there are besides instances 80 numerous of persons
being attacked with the disease within
a day or two after immediate proximity
to the sick, thht it seems impossible to
attribute the circumstance to mere co.
incidence.
On the other hand, there
ere it number of facts which have been
thought to oppose this evidence: numerous persons hold intercourse
with
the sick without becoming affected,
and 1\ great number take the disease
who have had no apparent connection
with other patients,
These facts, how.
ever, have always been examined with
the conviction that cholera, if communicable, must be contagious in the same
by
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way that. the eruptive fevers are believed to be-viz. by effluvia given oft'
(rom the patient into the surrounding
air, and acting on other persons eit her
directly or through the medium of
fomites. But with a fresh pathology of
the disease this opposing evidence requires to be reconsidered, and will, in
'the sequel, be round to afford the
strongest confirmation
of the communication of the disease.
In the meantime we have arrived Ilt
two conclusiona=-flrst,
that cholera is
a local affection of the alimentary
canal; and secondly, that it is communicated from one person to another.
The induction from these data is that
the disease must be caused by some.
thing which passes from the mucous
membrane of the alimentary canal of
one patient to that of the other, which
it can only do by being swallowed]
and as the disease grows in a community by what it feeds upon, attacking a few people in a town first, and
then becoming more prevalent, it is
clear that the cholera .poison must
multiply itself by a kind of growth,
changing surrounding
materials to its
own nature like any other morbid poison; this increase is the case of the
materirs morbi of cholera taking place
in the alimentary canal.
The instances
in which
minute
quantities of the ejections and dejections of cholera patients
must be
swallowed are sufficiently numerous to
account for the spread of the disease;
and on examination
it is found to
spread most where the facilities for
this
mode of communication
are
greatest.
Nothing has been found to
favour the extension of cholera more
than want of personal
cleanliness,
whether arising from habit or scarcity
of water, although the circumstance
hitherto remained unexplained.
The
bed linen
nearly
always
becomes
wetted by the cholera evacuations,
and as these are devoid of the usual
colour and odour, the hands of persons
waiting on the patient become soiled,
and unless these persons are scrupulously cleanly in their habits, and wash
their hands upon taking lood,they
must accidentally swallow some of the
excretion, and leave some on the rood
they handle or prepare, which has to
be eaten by the rest of the family, who
amongst
the working classes often
have to take their meals in the sick
fram
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room:
hence the thousands
of instances in which, amongst this class of
the population, a case of cholera in one
member of the family is followed by
other cases; whilst medical men and
others, who merely visit the patients,
generally escape.
The post-mortem
inspection of the bodies of cholera patients has hardly ever been followed by
the disease that I am aware, this being
a duty that is necessarily followed by
careful washing of the hands i and it
is not the habit of medical men to be
taking food on such an occasion, On
the other hand, the duties performed
about the body, such as laying it out,
when done by women of the working
class, who make the occasion one of
eating and drinking, are often followed
by an attack of cholera;
and persons
who merely attend the funeral, and
have no connection with the body, frequently contract the disease; in consequence, apparently,
of partaking of
food which has been prepared
or
handled by those having duties about
the cholera patient, or his linen and
bedding.
It has been found that the mining
population of this country has s\lffer~d
more from cholera than any other, and
there is a reason for this. There are
no pri vies in the coal pits, • and I believe
that this is true of other mines:
as
the workmen stay down the pit a.bout
eight hours at a time, they take food
down with them, which they eat, of
course, with unwashed hands, and as
soon as one pitman gets the cholera,
there must be great liabiluy of others
working in the gloomy subterranean
passages to get their hands contaminated, and to acquire the malady i and
the crowded state in which they often
live affords every opportunity for it to
spread to other members of their families.
There is also another
cause
which favours the spread of cholera
amongst many of the mining populations, to which I shall have to allude
shortly, in treating of the water.
With only the means of communication which we have been considering,
the cholera would be constrained
to
confine itself chiefly
to poor and
crowded dwellings. and would be continually liable to dIe out accidentally
• Dr. D. 8. Reid, in Second Report of Commiuionen
for in'1uirin~ into the state of large
~~wnl and populous dlstticts.
Appendix, Part
11. p. 122.
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in 11 place, for want of the opportunity
to reach fresh victims;
but there is
often a way open for it to extend itself
more widely, and that is by the mix- .
ture of the cholera evacuations with
the water used for drinking and culin'lry purposes, either by permeating
the ground and getting into wells, or
by running along channels and sewers
into the rivers.s
The part of the metropolis
most
severely visited by cholera in 1832,
was the Borough of Southwark,
in
which 97 persons in each 10,000 of the
population
were carried
o If, being
nearly three times the proportion of
deaths that occurred in the rest of
London.
Now the population
of
Southwark at that time (such of them
as did not use pump· writer), were supplied by the Southwark Water Works
with Thames water obtained at London
Bridge, and sent direct to their dwellings without the intervention of any
reservoir.
The Thames has since become more polluted uy the gradual
abolition of numbers of cesspools in
the metropolis, and the Southwark
Water W orks have been removed to
Battersea, a little further
from the
sewers.
I am endeavouring to compile
a full account of the recent epidemic
in London, in its relation to the water,
but a:i it is not yet complete 1 must
here be content with citing certain instances of severe visitation, or of exemption from its ravages.
There are two courts in Thomas
Street, Horsleydown,
exactly resembling each other;
the small houses
which occupy one side of each court
being placed back to back, and the
privies for Loth courts being placed in
the intervening back areas, and emptied into the same dram which communicated with an open sewer passing
the end of both the courts.
In Trusscou's Court, as one of them is called,
there was but one death from cholera,
whilst in the other, named Surrey
Buildings,
there were eleven deaths.
In this latter court the refuse water
from the houses got into the well from
which the people obtained their water.
The succession of the cases illustrates
the mode of communication.
There
were first two easel! in Surrey Buildings, the evacuations of these patients
Lein/{ passed into Ihe bed, as I was in •
•• See

review in AIBu.
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formed by Mr. Vinen, of Tooley Street,
who attended them t in a few days
after, when. the water in which the
soiled linen had been washed must
have become mixed with that in the
well, a number of cases commenced
nearly together in all parts of the small
court.
The instance of Albion Terrace, Wandsworth
Road, was a still
more striking one of the communication of cholera by means of water.
As
the account of the occurrence
was
quoted in a review in the MEDICAL GAZETTE,· and some further
particulars
supplied by me in a note.r
1 need not
now relate the particulars,
but will
briefly state that, owing to a 6torn~ of
rain and thunder, such a connection
was established
between the drains
and water, that, on a case of cholera
occurring
in anyone
of seventeen
houses, the evacuations might enter
the water supplied to all the others,
Such a case did occur, and in a short
time the prevalence of cholera was such
as I believe had not before been known
in this country; whilst at the same
time 'there was but little of the disease
at the time, or I believe since, in the
surrounding streets and houses.
I will
take this occasion to remark that we
have now an explanation of the reason why the cholera has on some occasions increased very much immediately
after a thunder storm, and on other occasions has ,"ery much diminished.
The cause of this lies in the rain, and
not in the thunder.
In some places
drains containing
cholera discharges
would be made to overflow into a brook
or river, or other source from which
water was obtained, w hilstinotherplacea
drinking-water
already contaminated
'would be nearly altogether
washed
away, and replaced by a fresh supply,
Dr. Lloyd mentioned some instances
of the effects of impure water at the
Sooth London Medical Society, on

AugWit

3Oth.t

In

Silver

Street,

Rotherhithe,

there were eighty cases,
andthirty-eight deaths, in the course
of 8 fortnight early in JUly last, a.t a
time when there was very little cholera
in any other part of Rotherhithe.
The
contents of all the privies in this tltreet
ran into a drain which bad once had a
communication
with the Thames; and
the people got their supply of water
• Prftent l'OI.p. 468.
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Registrar-General
has very
ably pointed out the connection between the higher rate of mortality
from cholera on the south side of the
Thames, and the lower level of the
ground;
but when this division of the
metropolis is examined in del ail, and
compared with certain other parts of
London, it will be found that the relation is not one simply of level, or of
the state of the air in connection with
it, but that it depends altogether on
the water used by the people.
Not
because the. water carries the poison to
every individual case, but because it
supplies a number of scattered cases
which. diffuse the disease more. gene.
rally.
The water works supplying the
south of London take water from the
ThiLmes mostly at places near which
the chief sewers run into it.
Moreover, the wells in this part of London
are very liable to be contaminated by
the contents of cesspools.
Mr. Quick,
engineer of the Southwark waterworks,
in his evidence before the Sanitary Commissioners
in 1844, said" that in the
south side of the Thames the wells me
often so contaminated
owing to the
cesspools
and the wells being often
about the same depth-viz.
from ci~ht
to twelve feet, whilst on the north of
the Thames
the wells require to be
from thirty to seventy, or eighty feet
deep.
Theile,
together
with the
wa.ter from the ditches
mentioned
above,
are the
chief
sources
of
the
high
mortality
on the south
of the Thames, and where the; are not
in operation
there has been cornparative immunity from the disease. Bethlem Hospitalis very copiously supplied
with
water from an Artesian well on
the premises, and 1 am informed that
that there have been but two or three
cases of cholera out of a population of
about
seven hundred.
Mr. Morton,
Surgeon
to the Queen's Prison, informs me that, although there has been
a good deal of diarrheea, there have
been but two cases of cholera in that
. establishment.
containing a population,
wi'th the officers and attendants, of 300
and upwards, and one of the cases (the
only fatal one) occurred in a patient
who had been about a week in the
prison,
had suffered from an attack of
cholera
just before he entered, and had
lost some members of his family by it.
• Trrst Report, p, 39G.
by'
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Now, the Queen's Prison is supplied
with very good water from various
wells within the walls. Bethlem Hospital is situated in Lambeth, where
one in every eighty-eight of the population have been carried off by cholera i and the Qncen's Prison in Southwark, where one in every sixty persons have died of it: and the latter
establishment is closely surrounded by
houses, in numbers of which the cholera ha-Il been very fatal.
In another
institution
in London, situated at the
same elevation as those just mentioned,
there has been, together with a difference of water, a difference in the relative prevalence and fatality of cholera
amongst its inmates and the surrounding population i but here it has been
against the institution and in favour of
those outside: I allude to the Millbank
Prison.
The cholera showed itself
there soon after its appearance in London last autumn;
and during the summer of the present year it became very
prevalent, and the greater number of
the prisoners were sent away.
Dr.
Baly stated before the coroner that the
cases occurred in different parts of the
prison, amongst persons having no
connection with each other, and that
the strongest and most healthy men
were often its victims.
The water
used in the Millbank PriSOJl is obtained.
from the Thames at the spot, and ilil
filtered through sand and charcoal,
and looks very clear.
Before these
investigations there could be no objection to such water; hut it would appear
by the result that the filtration was not
an effectual safeguard.
I cannot help
suggesting
that the water used here
may have had some connection with
the dysentery which has been often
prevalent in this prison, for dysentery
has apparently been kept up in India
by water containing human excrement;
and the same circumstance
was ob-served in the old barracks at Cork, by
Mr. Bell, surgeon of that town.·
The greater
part of Westminster
abounds in nuisances, and is crowded
with very poor and destitute people.
The average elevation of it is exactlv
the same as that of St. Saviour's and
St. Olave's, Southwark, but the mortality from cholera in Westminister to
the end of September has been but
• DT. Cheyne on DYlentery, Dublin Ha.pital
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69 in the 10,000; whilst in St. Saviour's it has been 16~, and in St.
Olave's 152 or 179, according as the
deaths in St. Thomas's
Hospital are
left out or included.
The greater part
of Pimlico and Chelsea have the same
elevation QII the Borough, but the mortalitv in them has been less than onethird as great as in the Borough.
Westminster. Chelsea, and Pimlico are
supplied with Thames water from the
Chelsea water- works i but as the same
water ill supplied to the Court and a
great part of the aristocracy, the Com.
pany have large settling reservoirs and
very expensive
filters, by means of
which, probably, the greater part of
tbe cholera poison has been got rid of.
The registrar's district of Brixton is
situated on rising ground, the elevation
of which varies from 12 to 140 feet
above Trinity high-water mark, giving
an average elevation at least equal to
that part of London situated on the
north of the Thames;
and it is inhabited very much by people in comforta,
ble circumstances, occupying wide and
open streets, and scattered
rows of
houses, or even detached villas i yet in
looking over the registrar's reports, I
find eighty-three
deaths from cholera
since May last.
The population
in
1841 was 10,175; this would yidd 81
deaths in the 10,000, or twice as many
as have occurred on the north of the
Thames; but the population of Brixton
bas probably increased since 1841, by
the building of new houses, more than
in London genera1\y.
Still there can
be no doubt that the mortality there
from cholera has been much higher
than in many of the worst parts to the
north of the river; and the reason is
not far to seek, for the greater part of
the Brixton dristrict is supplied by the
'Lambeth water-works with water obtained from the Thames near the Hungerford Suspension Bridge.
I will now proceed to narrate some
circumstances that have occurred in the
provinces.
The drainage
from the
cesspools found its way into the well
attached to some houses at Locksbrook,
near Bath, and the cholera making its
appearance there this present autumn
became very fatal. The people complained of the water to the gentleman
belonging to the property, who lived
at Weston, in Bath, and he sent a
sun.e. yor, wh..0. r.•eP.orted that nothing
was the matter.
The tenants
still
Di~!tjle<.l by
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complaining,
the owner went himself,
and on looking at the water and smelling it, he S=lid that he could perceive
nothing the matter with it. He was
asked if he woulil taste it, and he drank
a glass of it. This occurred on a Wednesday i he went home. was taken ill
with the cholera, and died on the
Saturday
following. there being no
cholera in his own neighbourhood at
the time.
When the cholera made its appeRr·
ance at York, about the middle of July
last, it wall at first chiefly prevalent in
some narrow streets neur the river,
called the Water Lanes.
The inhabirants of this "pot had been in the habit
from time immemorial of fetching their
water from the river at a place near
which one of the chief sewers of the
town empties itself i and recently a
public necessary had been built, the
contents of which were washed every
morning into the river just above the
spot nt which they got the water.
In
a short time from twenty to thirty
deaths occurred in this locality; but
the medical men considering the impure water injurious, the people were
supplied from the water- works, with
water obtained from the river at a point
some distance above the town, and the
cholera soon almost ceased in this part
of the city, but continued to spread in
some other pa\'t~. The cholera having
thus abated in the Water Laues, the gn\tuitous supply of water was cut off, and
the people went to the river as before,
There were stil] cases of cholera in the
town, and it soon broke out again in
this locality , and in the first few days
of September
eight deaths occurred
among the persona who used water
obtained direct from the river.
The
tap for general use was again opened,
and the river water interdicted,
and
the cholera again ceased, and has not
recurred.
These circumstances
were
communicated
to me by a friend on
whose I\ccurilcy I can rely, nnd an
extract from his notes on the subject
afterwards appeared in the Yorshireman Newspaper.
.
The first cases of cholera in Exeter,
ill IR32, were three ill the same day
besides one in St. Thomas's, a suburb
of Exeter, in a gentleman just arrived
from London. where the disease was
prevailing.
The other three were a
woman and her two chi.ldren i.. the
former, with one of her children, had

I
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and more than two miles above the
returned from Plvmouth the previous
day, where she 'had been nursing a influence of the tide. Exeter .is now
child that had died of the cholera.
very plentifully
supplied
with this
water, and Dr. Shapter has informed
Within five days from this time, there
me that this year there have only been
were seven fresh cases in as many
about twenty cases of cholera, nearly
different parts of the town, amongst
halfofwhichhaveoccurred
in strangers
persons having no intercourse
with
each other or the first cases. The dis- coming into the town, and dying withease soon became very prevalent, and in two or three days after their arrival.
in three months there-were 1,135 cases,
We will now consider the town of
and 345 deaths.
Exeter is situated on Hull, in which, together with other
ground which rises from the edge of sanitary measures adopted since 1832,
the river to an elevation of 150 feet, there has been a new and more plentiIn 1832 the inhabitants
were chiefly
ful supply of water, but with a far
supplied with river water by waterdifferent result to that at Exeter.
In
carriers, who conveyed it in carts and
1832 Hull was scantily supplied with
pails.
Dr. Shapter, from whose work water conveyed in pipes from springs
the above particulars are obtained, has at Anlaby, three miles from the town.
kindly furnished me with information
About five years ago new water-works
concerning
the sewers, and maps of were established to afford a more plentheir position.
The water-carriers, by tiful supply.
These works are situated
whom Exeter was very greatly supplied,
on the river Hull, at Stoneferry, two
obtained their water almost exclusively
miles and three quarters from the confrom certain streams of water, diverted
fluence of that river with the Humber.
from the river in order to turn waterAbout half the sewage of the town is
mills; and one of the chief sewers of delivered into the river of the same
the town, which receives such sewage
name, the rest being discharged into
8S might come from North
Street, ill the Humber, as appears from informawhich the first cases of cholera oc- tion and a map kindly furnished me by
curred, empties itself into the branch
Dr. Horner, of Hull, who has been
from the river which divides into the making great efforts to have better
two mill.streams
just mentioned.
It water obtained for the town.
The tide
must be remarked that the parish of flows up the river many miles past the
St. Edmund, in which these streams of water- works, carrying up with it the
water were situated, had a lower mor- filth from the sewers.
The supply of
tality from cholera than other parts of water IS, to be sure, obtained when the
the town like it densely populated and tide is down, but as the banks of the
on low ground near the river.
Dr. river are clothed with sedges in many
Shapter attributes
this lower rate of parts, and its bottom deep with mud,
mortality, and I believe rightly, to St. the water can never be free from
Edmund's
being freely intersected
by sewage.
Moreover, Ihere are some
running streams of water.
The people
parts of the river above Stoneferry
would probably not drink more of the much deeper than the rest, and where
water than in parts of the town where
the deeper water is, .according to the
it was less plentiful, and had to be testimony of boatmen, nearly stagnant ;
paid for, but they would have much
thus allowing the water carried up by
better opportunities for personal cleanthe tide to remain and gradually mix
liness: so that whilst they would be with that afterwards
flowing down.
exposed to only the same number of There are also boats, with families on
scattered
cases, they would be less board, passing up the river to the extent
likely to have the malady spreading
of 5,000 voyages in the year.
The
through
families, and by personal
water when taken from the river is
intercourse.
After the cholera of 1832 allowed to settle in the reservoir tor
measures were taken to afford a better
twenty four hours, and is then said
supply of water to Exeter; not, so far to be filtered before being sent to the
as I can find by Dr. Shapter's work,
town.
In 1832 the cholera was conthat ita impurity was complained of, fined almost exclusively to' the poor,
but because of its scarcity and cost
and the deaths amounted to 300.
Water-works were established on the
This year, according to what J have
river Exe, two miles above the town, gathered from the weekly reports, they
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have been six times 88 numeroDS. Dr.
Borner \nforma me that they bave occurred amcngst all classes of tbe commU'Dity; that he thinks one in every
thirty-three
of the population
haa
been carried off, although 8,000 or
10,000 are said to have left the town
to escape the ravages of the pestilence.
All this has happened notwithstanding
that the town is muca better drained
now toan in 1832, and the drains in
Hull proper are flushed frequently with
water from 'he Ducks.
[To be e<mtinued.)
ON TBI:

PROPAGATION OF CHOLERA
BY CONTAGION.
By CSAllLES COGSWJU.l., M.D. F.L.S.
WHILE the question of the contagiousness of Asiatic Cholera remains undecided (whatever may be the light
thrown upon it by the microscopic
discovery of Mr. Brittan),
I beg permission to recal to mind a remarkable
class of facts in the history of the disease, which appear to me to snpport a
logical inference in favour of contagi(}n,· though by no means to the exelusion of othercauaes which ha ve been
set up in rlTnlry with it. That thedisease, in entering an insulated field,
has constantly
begun its ravages at
the seaports, is no new observation;
bat this peculiarity has not, that I am
aware, been so stated as to assume the
form of an experimental result, suecessively coo~eqllent on a renewal of the
same antecedents, and tending, by its
uniformity,
to indicate
a law.
By
tracing the progress of cholera from
East to West, and only paying attention
to th~ ~aports, we detect signs of reo
gulanty In the phenomena which are
apt to eseape us in attempting to follow

it through

the mazes of an inland

population, liable to frequent and often
unconscious
intercommunication,
and
variously subject in the statement of
facti to the influence
of interest,
error: and prejudice.
It may be doubted, indeed, whether
much of the obscurity that involres
. • This word is used in itR ordinary sense, as
mehl/llllg- butl1 contaciou
ami infection strictly
so calJcd."
J
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BY CONTAGION.

the question has not arisen from too
great a tendency on the part of practitioJl('1S to generalize on the credit of
ceses which have fallen under their
exclusive observation.
Sometitses, in
these instances, the train of personal
communication
appears distinct;
at
other times no continuity
can be
traced, and opinions are formed accordingly.
Hence the BrgUIDemt ia
reduced to & conffict of authorities
instead of resting on the nidcnce
facts ; for it ill clear that circumstances
confined to the knowledge of a few
cannot be ealcnlared on with the same
confidence as those of a conspieaous
and public character;
so that, how.
ever satisfactory to the immediate observer, their influence is limited to
himself and those who rely on his
judgment.
The great historical facts
are those of the class above menti~n.e~, which a~e o~n .to general
cnncism : and If the evidence that
supports them be itself unexceptionable, they are not without sufficient cor.
respondence
to show that the malatly bas at least observed method in
its mig.rations to places insulated by
wa.ter iro~ those where it previously
existed ; in other word», has COIlsistently
extended
itself over this
barrier by the medium of naval intercourse.
A very frequent argument used by
the ~ppon.ents of cO~lag:ion requires
consideration.
How IS It, they ask
that, if the contagion exists, so· many
escape who are exposed to it?
The
same might be said with regard to tDe
eruptive fevers. But here recourse has
been had to some peculiar morbific
6t~te of the atmosphere (which is eert~mly not l~S& hypothetical
than the
dlsp~d
~geney), ~r to those ordinary
det~loratmg
contmgencies
of hum·
ble life, such &8 foul emanations and
defective nutriment, which usually preoccupy the haunts of cholera.
With
regard to the former cause-e-namelv
~D abnormal
state. of the atmosphere,':"':
It Il!a.y be asked, in return, why, under
an Influence 1\0 pervading ae thilt of
the air breathed
by n whole CIIMmuni~y, the ieffects are only partial;
and, if we take the persistent class of
C\~nts! why do t~ey not roll.~t'lJlti.y
give rise to the disease P It is now
~eing admitted that these latter are
Inadequate of themselves, but t'Coui.rc
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